NAP and OIS Version 1.3.3 Release Notes

This is a synopsis of the new and corrected functionality included in NAP and OIS version 1.3.3. The primary objective for this release is to separate NAP and OIS such that they can be maintained and deployed independently.

Installation

No user action is required.

New or Changed Functionality

- **NAP**
  - None

- **OIS**
  - The Google address lookup and map capability within OIS has been restored. The address lookup functions the same as it did previously. The map capability is slightly altered in that organizational units can only be viewed on the map, and cannot be edited as they could previously.

Reports Changes

- None

Additional Change Requests and Defects Fixed in this Version

- **NAP**
  - The values for the Account Status filter in analytical reports were fixed to show account statuses (not usernames).
  - NAP and OIS were separated, including separate code repositories, separate databases and separate deployable units. NAP and OIS still share the same servers. This change is invisible to the user, but allows future versions of NAP and OIS to be deployed independently.

- **OIS**
  - None